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ABSTRACT-

Thi.sreport describes the results of an experimental evaluation

uf the Static Charge Reducer invented-by the American OiNl-Company and

marketed by the A.OI Smith Company. The Static Charge Reducer is a

device whic), automatically aeutralizes an electrically charged fuel as

the fuel flows through it. The tests conducted cofirmed the claims

that the Static Charge Reducer would reduce the charge density of a

flowing hydrocarbon fuel to below 30 nicrocoulcmbs per cubic meter. The

tests also indicate that two corrosion inhibitor fuel additives

significantly affect the electrical conductivity of fuel containing the

Shel; Q-1ICompany-s ASA-3 anti stat ic a( ii t i ve.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this program was to eveiuate the effectiveness of

the Static Charge Reducer (SCR) in reducing the static charge in a

flowing hydrocarbon fuel. The Static Charge Reducer, invented by the

AJmerican Oi-1 Company and marketed by the A.O. Smith Company, is

claimed-to reduce the charge, density of a f!owing hydrocarbon fuel to

below 30 microcoulombs/cubic meter (Reference 1). This claim applies to

commercial aviation fuels, heating oils, and gasolines with a flow rate

up'to 1200 gpm and with a fuel temperature of 20' to 100F. This report

discusses the results of this evaluation. A brief discussion of various

methods used to prevent static electricity initiated fires and explosions

is also included in this report to aid in the evaluation of the Static

Charge Reducer.
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SECTION IT

BACKGROUND

i. STATIC CHARGE HAZARDS

Many fires and explosions occur-each year in the handling of

hydrocarbon-fuels. In a large number of these accidentsi the ignition

source is attributed to static electricity discharges. Hydrocarbon

fuels are normally excellent electrical insulators and dielectrics, and

whe, a flowing hydrocarbon fuel contacts another material, static

electricity wil be generated. Although all major-components of a

fueling system are electrically bonded and grounded, the fuel itself

becomes charged. As fuel is an excellent insulator, static electricity

may be generated faster than i-t can bleed off allowing a hazardous

charge to accumulate. This charge accumulation may subsequently

discharge as an incendiary spark to a tank wall, a fuel nozzle, or some

other grounded metal structure and ignite any flammable vapor/air mixture

present.

Static discharge initiated fires and explosions have occurred during

the servicing of aircraft and in the loading and unloading of refueling

vehicles, tank trucks, storage tanks, barges, and tankers.

The American Oil Company has conducted a comprehensive study of

the mobile tank truck loading proolem, probably the most common location

for static electricity initiated fires and explosions. In their analysis,

a typical tank truck of 5000 gallons capacity is divided into 5 equal

compartments of 1000 gallons capacity each. The maximum safe charge

2
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density in: the :f ueIV due-4-g the -loading .(or uhloadihn ) of the 1060 gafllo

compartment wa3* fbund: to b6,about ,30 microtoulcimbs/[cubi'c m~eter. Charege

densities in excess of thfis may --rsuli: 'n- sta~t~ic sparkl&scharges with

sufficient energy, t6 Ignite -any !ornbust ib d vapor/air mixtJre. :Note,

hbwevar, th~t this. cil'Tdca I ch~ege, densi ty of 30 rn i,c rocou 16mbs/cub ic

mneter appi-ies only to 'tanks p~f lOjda~n apac-i~ty W'th. a conigurat ion

similar to that of a tank truck Uarete tanks and- tanks -of -d If-ferent I

g66mkry tmay -have )substint-ia 1l]y, lower critieil charge ~dehsities

('eferenee2

2. "CHARGE GENERATON, IN FUELS-

Elect rostatic- -charge generaticin anid accumd'lation iVs a funct'ioni of

f ~the f uel s. eleeptr ical, 'coridulctiV il't, the dh~rg i gtendency of .the Sfuel',

and the f LielA system ,des igh, 66d. f Iow4 cond i-tioris. the d-harg ing tenden~cy

of a fuel, is t'he l'eaft unde,stood.'as it may vary greatly from one fueI

to an~other, 'but Ut is greatly affected by, -the preseficq of various -fuel

impurities. The fuel's, eledtrical conducti-vity whi-ch also affects :h-W

f uel I-s chiar4,ng tendency-; directly controls the rate of chaege bl1eed-off

(relaxation). Thus one method 6f- reduicirf§ charge hazards is- to incredse

the fuel's 0eV ct rical_ condudtivity to ensure that 'any, g~herated'-ch~rge

wi I rapi'dly b-leed' off to -preven~t, the2'accumolation of a, hazardous charge.

A fuel conductivity, of 50 condutivity units (conductivi-ty uni-t is equal

to I picbmho/meten) i's gene r4l1ly accepted 'as 'the minimium safe val'ue.

Recomimended practic~e is to'mainta-in the fuel's conduct-ivity 'between 1,50

-and 450 conductivitLy uni-ts (CU) measured at 600F ('Reference 4).

'73



Thre fiuel at1d11 see ASA-3, re ,gfactared Y ela Shell Qii C pany, is

w.&d y used as ani a atyric a fiue zo ;ncreaie the electrical con-

ducs wt cae fstel. Pec g-4e .conxenration ra.e f-rg' abo 0o 5 to

c.S ar- Al wted This additive rz irocrease te c&,baipg te.delcy of a

fuel, it ill greatly increase the charge relaation rate by or 2

lyders Of =Stule..

4. RS GAEN s '0C PREVVET1lO1

Any mve- ent of a hydrocarbon fuel in relation to scr-e other substance

wl cau~se static charge genieration. 14owever, the cagn.:-ude of the

ctiarge generated is proportion-al to the ratle of flrx.4, i.e., flow vielocity.

Hich flow velocities in - pipe will result in -mch higher charge

dens^.Oes ;n tefuel than w~ill low D~ow velocities. Thus, one of the,

coermnly used techniques to decrease charge hazards is to liit fuel

floid velocities. It is generally accepted that 3 ft/sec is a safe flw

velocity. For example, in the top loading of tank trucks, the fuel

velocity through the drop tube is orrtially likited to 3 ft/sec until

the tube outlet is covered with fuel. This gre&tly decreases turbulence,

splasiting, anu charge generation.

5. RELAXATION OF CHARGE

For any given fuel there is some finite time required for the

static zharge to bleed off to some fraction of its initial value. The

relaxation time (in seconds) is the time required for the charge to

bleed off to ,/e, i.e., about 37% of its initial value, and is directly

proportional to the fuel's conductivity. Another commnon value is the

4
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half-time value, i.e., the tirne (in seconds) for the charge to decrease

to 50% of its initial value. See Appendix I for the method of calculating

Ehe relaxation time and for-typical relaxation values.

A relaxation chamber is often used to allow any accumulated charge

tim.e to bleed-off (relax) to a safe value. The relaxation chamber is

nothing more than an enlarged pipe or tank having a minimum residence

time of about 30 seconds. (At a-flow rate of 600 gpn this would require

.a volume of 300 gallons.) :However, i-t is no longer .unusual to find

fue!i with relaxation times mesured in the hundreds of seconds, and

a residence time of 30 seconds may not be suff-icient to ensure sufficient

charge bleed-off. Larger relaxation chambers are often impractical.

6. STATIC CHARGE REDUCER

The Static Charge Reducer consists of a flanged 10-inch pipe

36 inches long with a 2-inch thick, full length pol-yethylene l-iner.

Protruding through the liner are sharpened electrodes which are electrically

bonded to the outside pipe but project slightly above the inner surface

of the polyethylene liner, In operation the charged fuel acts as one

plate of a capacitor with the outside metal pipe as the other plate.

The 2-inch thick polyethylene liner separating the two plates of the

"capacitor" is an excellent dielectric material. As the "capacitor"

is charged by the flowing fuel, the voltage potential between the fuel

and the outside pipe creates a very high electric field at the points

of the grounded electrodes. The high electric field creates a corona

discharge which effectively injects charges of the opposite sign into

the fuel. These injected charges subsequently neutralize most of the

-55
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charges in the flowing fuel. There is-a delay of up-to: 30 seconds befcre

the S CR becomes fully effective. Also, the SCR is not effective in

-preventing charge generation downsotream (References I and 2).

7. TANK INERTING

Another way to prevent static electricity initiated fires and

explosions -is to remove or prevent the :formation of a combustible fuel/

air mixture. This can be done by forced ventilation to remove fuel

- vapors faster than they are released or by removing the oxygen necessary.

for combustion, i.e., inerring. Carbon dioxide and:nitrogen areoften

used to inert a fuel tank. This technique has certain economical

disadvantages which limits its use.

6
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SIECTiONifr

TEtS T: R)ESU LTS A Na i DIC usSgiON

1. TEST SETUP

As showii iK , Figures 1, and 2', the- Static- Charge Reducer was instal ied'

Ma 600 gpm te!.t -loop -made up '6f tank number 2 and its de'ep-wel]l

"tuebine -pump, "connecting 'rnd, i0-inch steer pi'ping- Wetween- the tank

and,',qldg, 4&, and' the test eqlJpm6rt -installed withi1n the main -tdst

bay of Bldg ,;42b, Areal B1j. Wright Patt r-son AFB, Ohio. Tafik number 2 is a

houizontdb- cylcidfica1 ufidergrdund, tank-of '15,iPO0 gall ons 'cao~c-ity and is

-located, approxijfiately 80 feet f'rom the- test bay. -Within 'the ,test bay the

8-inch Oiping was reduce~d to 4-in~h pIping ,with the fuel passiri through

a strainer, a',totalizing flowmeter, fi1'ter-separ~to'r, infl'uent ch~rg&,

'density .m~ter, -the SCR, andi the effiueht charge dehsity-m~tsr. A

separate 1 -indh by'pass Voop was used' to v~ry the 'fl'ow rate, through~ the

test Joop. Flow-rates were detrined 'us i'n 'the totallizling flowiieter

and a stopwatc'. A -temperature' probe was' installed just upstream of t he

f'il'ter--separator to measure the fuel, temperature-. See Appendix 11 -for a,

l-istinfg of the test equifpment.

To~ measure the static charge~ density in the flowing fuel, two A.0.

Smith Static Charge Density Meters were used. These are described in

Reference 1 but are basically rotating vane field strength meters which

measure the charge density of a given volume of fuel. An external drive

head assembly is used to rotate the vanes and an electrometer is used

to measure the current generated by the rotating vanes. This current

is then converted to the charge density of the fuel through an appropriate
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con-version- chart suppl led wi th: the s tati11c, cha rge dens ity- mete rs. Note

tha t only 6bne drive -head asse-mbly Aad one e lect-r6mete r were, ava i I bble.

These, we~re -swi-tched between the -influent ahd- effluent tatic-chbrge

meters foi- each si-t. of readings; thus,, -there, was, always About a .60-

second lag betwn--the inf-.ueiht .4M d 'ffAunt charge, density meter -,readings.

The carboni steel pi pi ng;betwe-en the, tank-pump-and, the ten-. 1 6op,'is

approximately 16 years old. The:,test, loop was 'flushed'with cldan- ftkl

pri6r to use 'but it had not been operated- for several years and -was

,quite rusty.--and- dU-rty.,. The: use, of vae'16us fuel -addit'lv~s due~l- -the

test -pso~ram -apparently -6osehie4 mauch *cale an~d-rust qs both the, 4asket

strainer and the ~filiter-separator plugged dur'ing- 4he test

.TEST PROCEDURES'

'PiHoe to reach, t~st the fue)l was ci rculated through the test loop. for

-a '15-miinute period to al low temperatuires to-stabil ize and- to permi t

accurate adjustmant of the fuel f-low rate. Static charg§e density-

readings were -taken upstream and downstream of the SCR and the fuel]

temperature measured at i0 to 15 minute intervals. Immediately-before

each test and approximately 15 minutes after each test the electrical

conductivity-of the fuel was measured using a Maihak fuel conductivity

meter.

The electrical properties of the fuel were varied by 'the addition of

Shell ASA-3 antistatic additive and by corrosion inhibitors Santolene C

(Edwin Cooper, Inc.) and AFA-l (DuPont Corp.). The additives were

blended into the fuel as it was circulated and the circulation continued

10
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-for several hours to ensure the addit ves -were -hornogenebusly dispersed

thr6ughout the' fuel, Usually the'blending was done at least 24 hours

:* rior 't6- each -test-.,

Some ,test resuI'ts with- the SCR were voided due to prob-lems -with, ,the -

charge dbnsity mers. These probiJems -were ;later traced to excessive

water in the fuel shoiting out the charge-density meters andg,ivi.n§

highly inaccurate readings..

3. TEST .RESULTS

a. SCR Effectivehess.

The chage dens ity of the'fuel leaVing the S'atic Charge Reducer

was found tocbe. be'lbw 30 micr,6coul rmbs/cubic meter in all cases, and-was

les than 20'-microcoulombs/cubi'c meter Vn al' but 2-cases. Charge

dens'-t-i'es of up to *94 microcoulmbs/cubic meterwere measured at -the

inlet-to the SCR. When-tested with fuels ol -elatively high conductivi'ties,,

i'.'e.,, 75. to, I0 CU., the-SCR. usually increased the charge dens.ity but

'the charge density was always, well be lbw 30 microcou.ombs/cubic meter.

Table I and Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the measured change in the fuel's

dharge density'before and'after the SCR for flow rates of 360 and 600 gpm.

Note 'that these measurements are the mean ,of 3 or 4 readings taken 10 to

15 minutes apart. The sign of the charge (i.e., positive or negative)

was ignored in plotting the data in Figures 3 and 4.

The effect of fuel conductivity on SCR performance was of interest

and the charge densi'ty of the fuel leaving the SCR appears to increase

with increasing, fuel conductivity (Figure 5). The dashed-in curve is the

!1



TABLE V

_____SUMMARY OF STAT-IC CHAR-GE REDUCER TEST DAT
'verge 9-ra'

fr~t Fuel Cl ag FuelI Comp6sition,
Number Conduciivity Dens it 0 fle

Macut 6oFI Inf lue'dit
___ 300K'G P M' FLm W:RATE

0 -086 -0. -,N6at, JP-_5 hih24

4 229 9 0-5 ith,0.2 ppm>ASA-3
6' 85 Is 1'5 J;P-5, W5th I p pmr AS AT3
8 7-7 16 23 JP-5 wi th I ppin ASA-3, 4IlbiMbbi'AFA-1-

10 8 -268 0- Neat J P-5, (Batc'h 25
14 - 22 - 11'5 0 JP-5 -ih O2ppm SA3

16 30 -io6, -" j P-5 4ifh I ppmrr A§4-3, 4 Ib/MbblAFA-i
IOA 0* 1 2A ea JP-5 ( Botch 28)
AA 22 -L5 6 jP-5 -with~ 0.2 ppn .ASAr 3
II1B8 27 -1 7 1 JP-5 with 0.2 00nASA--3

-IZA, 1 5, 10 JP;:5 with I pphi ASA- 3
13 A J 100 10 10 JP5with 1 ppm ASA- 3, 4 1b/MbbI

600 GPM _________________

2 L-494 7 ,Neat JO-5 (Batch 24)
-3 22, - 150 -8 ~ -(Batch 24-wi th-0.2.ppmASA-3

5 8-7- 18. JP-5 (Batch 24Y with-I ppm ASA73
7> 75 -1319 ,JP- 5 (Bo tch 24) with I Opm ASA>-3 and

4. /Mb~I AFA-I
93 -431 0 JP-5.'(atdh 2-5)

7,396 -21 JP-5,,(Batch 25) with 4Ib/MbbI AFA-I
129 -384 -10 JP- 5,( B atc h 25)' with, 4 lb/MbbI AFA-l

13 2_4 -262 -6 JP-5 ( Batc h ;25) With 41lb/MbbI AFA-'I
a nd.> 0.2,pprfi ASA-3

1I5 32 -24 1 -8 J P-5 (Batch 25) with 4 Ib'/MbbI AFA- I
*and I >ppm ASA-3

i6A 0* -156, -8 Neat *JP-5' (-Batc h 28)
I A 28 -~ 18 3 JP-5 (Batc h 2 8) with 0.2 ppm ASA-3

118 27' -27 - I JP-5 (batch 28) with 0.2 ppm ASA-3'
'12A 62 3t i5 JP-5 (Batch 28) with I ppm ASA-3

V13A 95 22 15 JP-5 (Batc h28) with I1 ppm ASA--3

____ I....______ ______ and 4 Ib/MbbI S'ntolene C
*Fuel cannot hove zero cond uctivit y ; roth-er the instrument used is insensitive at
conductivities below about I conduct-ivity unit and registers zero.

NOTE! Tests I through 16 were conducted by Southt-est r iaseorch Institute.

The remainder were conducted in-house by Air Force personnel.

12
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Figure 3. Static Charge Reducer Performance 300 gpm
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best fit linear curv:e usingt. UDe crethad of iepast scriares and has the

equzation Y = 3-83 + -:2 SX. whr-re I is the- charge fensitV and X is the

Fuel ccctdctiwity. Tthis wm calculated neglectirig the sign o-f the ftre

charge,.; Mim teagniLt-de vas of prmarl interest- The increase in zffr

charge density of the fuel iearirng the SCR witt: increasirm fuel cenduictivity

appears to b~e co m~ m-meemnce, hs-ever, and is believed to ke capised

by charge ge.eraLicon betcoeen zt to charge denrsity aneters. Tlhe

turbulence created by the abrupt danage in pirrins diametor froci 4 m:

6 inches and back to 4 inches (.the SCR has a 6-inch 1.9.) could P-)ssiily

accouxnt for this charge cenearatien.

The significanice of the sigra of Ene charge density is uknox.-n, but

as car- be observed f roc: Table I . the sign is nonaal ly negative except

for fue~s having a high conductivity.

b. Est3ated Results With SCR Inoperative

In an effort to better uniders tand the test results, the charge

densities at the f0ilter-separator outlet and at the effluent charge

density meter were calculated. The assumption~s mnade included: (I) the

SCR had been repiacea with an equivalent length of 6-inch pipe, (2) no

additional charge generation occurred, and (3) the relaxation rate was

directly proportioned to the fuel's static conductivity.

The rate of charge bleed-vff (relaxation) was calculated using the

equat ion:
t

p po e

16
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where Po ;s the ;uitiaE charge density, t is the residence ti-M

iseconds), and r = 1-91 x 10-li/0 (seconds) using a dielectric

conszast of 2.16 for ti e _'P-5 fel. p is the conductiv;ty in eho/a

(1 conductivity unit = 10- -ho/meter) (see ADpendix ). h residence

tires, based on the fkAI velocities, the length of the piping, and the

psping diameter, were estimated to be: 0.45 seconds at 300 gpni and

0.23 seconds at 600 gpo between filter-separator outlet and infiuent

charge density meter, aad 1.45 seconds at 300 gpm and 0.73 seconds at

600 gpm between influent charge density meter and effluent charge

density meter.

Table II lists the measured charge density at influent and effluent

charge density meters taith SCR in use), the estimated charge density

at the filter-separator outlet, and the estimated charge density at the

SCR effluent with the SCR inoperative.

Examination of Table II and Figures 6 and 7 reveals several interesting

factors. It is shown that substantial static charge densities can be

generated by fuels with relatively high conductivities. For example,

with conductivities in the 20 to 30 CU range, charge densities may exceed

300 microcouiombs/cubic meter at the filter-separator outlet, and most

of this charge was still present at the SCR influent charge density meter.

The longer residence times associated with the 300 gpm flow rate

results in substantial charge relaxatior. as opposed to the 600 gpin flow

rates for all but the very low fuel conductivities. With fuel

17
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TABLE I i

ESTIMATED CHARGE DENSITY vs. MEASURED CHARGE DEIISITf

RnI Fuel Charge Density (microcoultcmbs /cubic meter )
Conductivity ._,

: I (CU) F/S Effluent SCR Influent SCR Effluent SCR Effluent
:- I Colc,:loled) (Measured) (Measured) (Colculoted)

300 gpm

0 "  -408 -408 0 -408
4 22 - 166 -99 7 - 18
6 05 138 18 15 !
8 77 100 16 23 1
10 8 - 330 -268 0 - 80
14 22 - 195 - 115 0 - 21
16 30 - 2O 100 -8 - 10
IOA 0*1* -1Z4 -124 4 - 124
IIA 22 - 25 - 15 6 - 3
1113 27 - 32 -17 -I -
SIZA 85 115 15 tO
13A 100 Ill 10 10 1

600 gpm

2 -496 -496 7 -496
3 22 - 195 -150 -8 - 63
5 88 - 20 - 7 18 - I
7 75 - 310 -123 19 - 7
9 8 - 473 -431 0 -315

II 7 - 430 - 396 -21 -305
12 9 - 427 - 384 -10 -268
13 24 - 350 -262 -6 - 102

15 32 - 352 -241 - 8 - 69
IOA 0 1A** - 156 - 156 - 8 -156
11 A 26 - 25 - 18 3 - 6
IB 27 - 37 - 27 -I - 9
12A 62 79 37 15 3
13A 95 69 22 15 I

SCalculated using the meouied charge density at the influent charge
meter and working backwards to eliminate charge density at filter-
separator out le't.

Calculated by estimating charge reduction tetween influent and
effluent charge meter assuming that the SCR was replaced by
a p ipe aof equivolent diameter and length.

Fuel cannot have zero conauctivily ; the instrument used is
insensitive below I Conductivity Unit and registers zero.

18
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Figure 6. Estimated Charge Density Versus Measured Charge Density at
Static Charge Reducer Effluent - 300 gpm
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Figure 7. Estimated Charge Density Versus Measured Charge Density at
Static Charge Reducer Effluent - 600 gpm
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conductivities below about 10 CU it is obvious that several seconds of

relaxation time would be required to reduce the charge density to below

30 microcouiombs/cubic meter.

With condictivities in the 75 to 100 CU range substantial charge

densities may still be generated by the filter-separator but only a short

residence time equivalent to a few feet of travel is required for the

fuel to relax to a safe charge denisity level.

Note that for fuel conductivities below 10 CU the Maihak conductivity

meter is relatively insensitive and a 0 CU reading is somewhat greater

than 0. The calculated charge density values would not be greatly

different, for example, if the conductivity was I or 2 CU rather than

0 CU for the residence times involved.

Comparison of the measured charge densities w;th the calculated

charge densities at the SCR effluent (assuming that the SCR was replaced

by an equivalent length of pipe) shows that the SCR is highly effective

with fuels having conductivities below about 40 CU. (See Figures 6 and 7).

However, for conductivities of about 60 and above the measured charge

density is higher than the calculated charge density. As discussed above,

this is believed to be caused by additional charge generation downstream

of the influent charge meter and is of no significance.

c. Effectiveness of ASA-3 in Eliminating Charge Hazards

The data presented in Table II and Figures 6 and 7 illustrates the

effectiveness of increasing the fuel conductivity to reduce electrostatic
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hazards. With conductivities of 85 to 100 CU only a few feet of Dipe

are necessary for the charge to relax to safe values, i.e., to well

below 30 microcoulombs/cubic meter.

d. Effect of Fuel Additives on Fuel Conductivity

Table III and Figures 8, 9, and 10 summarize the measured fuel

conductivities (corrected to 60°F) with and without fuei additives. Two

primary observations-are made from this data.

The first observation is that the two corrosion inhibitors,

Santolene C and AFA-l, have no apparent effect on the conductivity of

neat JP-5. However, when the fuel contains ASA-3 antistatic additive,

the addition of AFA-l tends to decrease the fuel's conductivity while

the addition of Santolene C tends to increase the fuel's conductivity

(See Figures 8, 9, and 10). This is in agreement with the results

reported by Jones and French (Reference 4).

The second observation is that the ASA-3 did not increase the fuel's

conductivity as much as anticipated. Shell Oil states that, usually,

0.75 ppm of ASA-3 is adequate to raise the conductivity of a typical

kerosene fuel of I to 5 CU to between 150 and 200 CU (Reference 3).

Jones and French reported conductivities ranging from 255 to 595 CU after

the addition of 1.0 ppm ASA-3 to JP-4 fuel (Reference 4). Figure 10 shows

the maximum conductivity obtained with 1.0 ppm ASA-3 added to JP-5 was

only 123 CU with similar runs below 100 CU.
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TABLE III

EFFECT OF FUEL ADDITIVES ON FUEL CONDUCTIVI-TY

Run Mean -Conductivity
Numbe-3 Cirracted to 60°F Fuel Additives and Amount

(Conductivity Units)

1, 2 0 None -Fuel Batch 24

3', 4 22 0.2 ppm ASA'3*

5, 6 86 i.0 pprn ASA-3

7, 8 76 1.0 ppm ASA-3 and AFA-I "**

9, IO 8 None - Fuel Batch 25

13, 12 8 4 lb/Mbbl AFA-!

i3, 14 23 0.2 ppm -ASA-3 and AFA-I

15, 16 31 1.0 ppm ASA-3 and AFA-I

3A II None - Fuel Botch 26

4A II Santolene C

5A 46 0.2-ppm ASA-3 and Santolene C***

6A 123 1.0 ppm ASA-3 and Sontolene C

7A 97 Some as 6A- Measured 3 days later

SA 94 Some as 6A- Measured 8 days late,

9A 77 Some as 6A- Measured 21 days later

IOA 0 None - Fuel Botch 28

I IA 25 0.2 ppm ASA-3

IIB 27 Some as IIA - I day later

12A 74 1.0 ppm ASA-3

13A 98 1.0 ppm ASA-3 and Sontolene C

.* ASA-3 -Antistatic additive manufactured by Shell Oil Company.
"*AFA-I -Corrosion inhibitor additive manufaciured by DuPont Corp.

$ Sontolene C -Corrosion Inhibitor addlive manufactured by Monsanto Corp.

Note; Both AFA-I and Sontolene C were used at concentration of 4 lb of additive
per 1000 Bbls u;' fuel.
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The cause of this small increase in fuel conductivity with the

addition of 1:0 ppfi ASA-3 is believed to be the adsorption of part of the

ASA-3 onto the pipe and tank walls and onto the many rust and scale

particles in the test loop. Jones and French (Reference 4) reported

substantial decreases -in fuel conductivity as the fuel was transported

through different systems, and this was attributed to the adsorption of

the ASA-3 onto tank and pipeline walls. With the considerable quantities

of rust and'scale-present (sufficient to plug both the strainer-and filter-

separator during the test series) and the small quantities of fuel and

additive used (10,000 gallons of fuel and 0.01 gallon of ASA-3), it

appears likely that significant quantities of ASA-3 were lost through

adsorption. The continual decrease -in the fuel conductivity for runs

6A through 9A reinforces the belief that part of the ASA-3 was lost-by

adsorption.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

The Static Charge Reducer vas fojnd to be a effective ceans for

reducing the static ckarge of a flewing fuel to be1or 3 s microcoulombs!

cubic meter at the tw ficw rates =.asused (300 and 600 gp). However,

prior to adoprion of &e ScM by the Air Force, additional data is needed

tc deteraine the possible aagnitud& of carge .eneration dc zmstream of

the SCR.

It is conclud--d thaE corrosion inhibitors such as AFA-) and

Santolanre C will signifi-cantly affect the electriczl conductivity of a

fuel that contains Sheli Oi! Compar/'s ASA-3 antistatic additive. By

trae.:lves the corrosion Enhibitors appear to have no affect on the fuel's

electrical conductivity.

It is concluded that a fuel with an electrical conductivity of 109 CU

or more would not constitute a static charge hazard due to the rapid

relaxation of any charge in the fuel.
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SECTION V

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recocended that an investigation be conducted to better define

the magnitude of charge generation and accumulation for kerosene and

JP-4 type fuels for various servicing operptions. Of special interest

is the top-ioading of Eank trucks and aircraft fuel tanks where splashing

of the fuel occurs as it free falls from the loading nozzle to the fuel

level. he effects of flow velocity, tank configuration and size, degree

of splashing and turbulence, and fuel properties should be determined

so that definite guidelines for top loading can be established. This

information is also needed to aid in the selection of static hazards

preventive techniques, i.e., Static Charge Reducer, antistatic additive,

relaxation charers, or low flaw velocities.

2
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APPENDIX I

CALCULATION OF RELAXATION TIMES

In a homogeneous medium the continuity equation can be written,

,3P+ 0-P

at

which, when solved, is

- a--t - t-

p P p Pe C = poe T

where p is the charge density (coulombs/cubic meter), p is the charge

density at time = 0 (seconds), a-is the conductivity of the fuel (mho/

meter), and e is the permittivity of the medium (farad/meter).

r is called the relaxation time, where - , and is the time

required for the charge to decay to l/e of its original value. The

permittivity e can be calculated ( c = KC C0 ) from the dielectric

constant ( K ) and the permittivity for free space ( e o = 8.854 x I0- 12

farad/meter).

Typical values of conductivities and dielectric constants for

various hydrocarbon products are presented in the Table IV.

The relaxation times for various conductivities of a petroleum

product w!Lh a dielectric constant of 2.0 are given in Table V.
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TABLE IV

CONDUCT IV ITI ES AND DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS
FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Product Conductivity Dielectric Const.

(mho/meter) (dimensionless)

Benzene 7.6 x 10- 6 to I x O-t 2.3

Heptonc less than I x 10- 1i 2.0

Hexane I x 1lO .9

Toluene less than I x 10- It 2.4

Xylene less than I x 10- 13  2.4

Gasoline, Naphtha,Aviation 10-13 to 10- 11
Turbine Fuels, Kerosenes

Very Volatile, Straight- down to 10- 14

Run Fractions

Aviation Gasolone at 60°F 1.95'

JP-4 at 60°F 2.07

JP-5 at 60OF 2.16

TABLE V

RELAXATION TIMES VERSUS CONDUCTIVITIES
m Conductivity

Relaxation Time
(Conductivity Units)* (Mho/ Meter

0.001 I - 15 5 hours

0.01 10-14 30 minutes

0.1 10-13 3 minutes

1.0 10-12 18 seconds

10.0 10-1i 1.8 seconds

100.0 0- 10 0.18 seconds

A conductivity unit is equal to O- 1 mho/meter
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APPENDIX II

TEST EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

Static Charge Reducer, A.O. Smith Model SCN-6, Serial Numbhr 313-AM214

Static Charge Density Meters, A.0. Smith

Head Assembly, Model SH-l, Serial Numbers JK-260 and JK-261

Head Drive Assembly, Model SD-I, Serial Number JC-27

Charge Density Meter Housing, Model H-44 (2 each)

Keithley Electrometer, Model 600B, Serial Number 59596

Liquid Separator Filter, Fram Corp., Warner Lewis Division, Model
FCS-1259-12E2, Serial Number 17596

Fuel Flow Meter, Brodie Company, Type B-820-BC, Serial Number 155036

Strainer Assembly, Brodie Company, Model D-6, Size 6

Temperature Probe, Model 410 Remote Probe with a Yellow Springs
Instrument Company Tele-Thermometer Model 46TUC, Serial Number 1087

Fuel Conductivity Meter, Maihak, Serial Number 64092

--I
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